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Tomorrow the USA marks 89,060 cycles of formal independence, of the sunrise to next variety, 

Yours Truly so far aboard ship Earth for ¼ of the ride, if not always front & center. As biblical 

prophecy continues unfolds ―Book of Revelation― I'll ideally reach one third to be able to read 

a foreign, imported into Texas book, Creation, Rise & The Fall of the USA published in perhaps 

Chicago or Toronto.     

 

In recent comments I referred to HCPs to mean "hidden controlling power" as I do when using 

below this abbreviation label. The more HCP used, the more it shall become label, less 

abbreviation. This means NWO and/or Illuminati. Remember folks, no name exists but for what 

outsiders give.   

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, today I discovered a song considered the "black" national anthem 

of the USA soon to play before NFL football games. It strikes me as another separation attempt, 

plus new depth & angles to my naïveté; I gotta get around more. 

C: It is a sideshow, a distraction. To set groups against one another requires sharp definitions 

of and between them.    

 

Q: Group chaos, between them or within one, is an obvious opportunity to gain advantage, 

but is this what's happening now to a material degree and if so, how is it happening? 

C:   Yes, by emphasizing the growing movement started long ago. Harvesting the crops 

planted regularly in recent generations. 

 

Q: How is this done? 

C: The planting or the harvesting? 

 

Q: Both! 

C: Create laws, rules, procedures and methods to address abuse previously used to create 

victims. This emphasizes victim status; examples surround everyone involved with the laws. 

Because perfection cannot be achieved, examples of misuse can be located then emphasized, 

which has been done with deft skill in the USA and other nations.  

 

Q: Press reports say the number of corona virus cases, which I take to mean people tested 

who have the virus independent of symptom severity, is increasing in many areas of the USA, 

especially in places where incidence was lower. Why? 

C: The normal spread of a new virus.   

 

Q: Was this inevitable or is the cause human decision? 

C: Almost entirely inevitable. The nearly nationwide, and worldwide, decisions to close 

social institutions simultaneously postponed the inevitable. Once interactions were increased, the 

virus resumed its development and spread cycle. This would only be avoidable if total shutdowns 

and physical separations lasted four to six weeks. As you all know this would be impossible. 

 



Q: How does the virus spread? 

C: It is present in all body fluids and material. Breathing and use of toilets introduce the 

virus into air. 

 

Q: Can infected people touch their own face, spread the virus from their hands to a surface, 

which is then touched by an unaffected person who then spreads it to their own face?    

C: Yes, but this is unlikely. The number of viruses on the hand are many fewer than in 

sneezed nasal moisture, for example. Some of the viruses will remain on the spreader's hand, 

some will remain on the surface touched and some will remain on the face of the receiver person. 

As with all viruses and bacteria, each person can respond differently. How many viruses enter 

the receiver's body is a large determining factor for development of symptoms and 

contagiousness.  

 

Q: Can the virus enter through the eyes? 

C: More correctly, around them but yes this is the principal point of entry. 

 

Q: The nose and mouth are less susceptible? 

C: Far less; the virus does not penetrate skin, it searches for topical host cells which are not 

as numerous in the human mouth. As the virus progresses to the stomach, digestive functions 

stop it there. The virus does fare better in some people if breathed deeply into the lungs, but this 

is also not reliable. The eyes allow immediate access to the bloodstream, which the ideal network 

for rapid transmission to viable host cells.  

 

Q: Do the masks help? 

C: Yes, they prevent transmission from contagious sender to a receiver. Insufficient virus 

concentrations escape into the surrounding air. 

 

Q: What about protect? 

C: They do not; if you are exposed to the virus it will enter first and fastest through the eye 

socket.  

 

Q: So a full face mask or ideally a sealed hood, these are best? 

C: Yes, this will greatly slow or stop the virus.  

 

Q: How long will the virus remain alive, contagious and in the air? 

C: Outdoors it will die from exposure to ultraviolet light in one to five minutes, faster the 

stronger the sunlight. Indoors it will survive several hours if no ultraviolet light reaches it, 

however the virus will not remain aloft for several hours. As air moves, the virus attaches to any 

surface it reaches. Avoiding a room for thirty minutes, where an infected person has sneezed, 

will reduce contagiousness almost completely.  

 

Q: Why is it spreading across the country? 

C: It the nature of any virus. The spread was initially limited. Had personal interaction been 

completely eliminated, this would have worked however how many people would have perished 

from no food? Somebody has to obtain and often prepare, then serve it. The economy of any 



region or nation would have been destroyed, by causing enough physical separation for long 

enough.   

 

Q: In the USA we're seeing renewed restrictions, against the recent increases with no 

forecast for lifting them. 

C: The faster way would have been to not restrict so much and allow the virus to run its 

course.  

 

Q: But more people will die. 

C: No, that would and does not happen to an increased amount. The mortality and 

significant symptom rates would have been almost identical, and the virus would have cleared 

the population already.  

 

Q: Did my yellow fever infection 17 years ago make me immune?  

C: Yes, almost completely but your diet assists also. 

 

Q: How many deaths were life plan departures, scheduled for now? 

C: About half. 

 

Q: Was this corona virus release a planned mass mankind event such as the two World 

Wars? 

C: Most definitely, yes.  

 

Q: Half of the world fatalities have been people who scheduled this to open the door for a 

return home? 

C: Yes, just as occurs with all forms of human death.  Many fewer truly unplanned and 

unanticipated events take place. Many accidents are not, but for human perception. Significant 

purposes derive from either participating through an unwitting human, or observing the event 

and the deaths as a human.  

 

We ask each of you to consider your own death. Do you wish to know where and when you have 

planned this? This would produce concern, fear and avoidance. I believe all readers here will 

agree, no human avoids death indefinitely. Avoiding the place at the scheduled time would 

simply drive you back to the scrum with your guides, and a new place and moment would be 

chosen.  

 

Q: Why could we not cut off the curve? 

C: The virus will spread as long as human contact exists; its disappearance comes with 

immunity across the population. All viruses will cause death in some people reached. The 

influenza virus is a well studied, well known example.  

 

Q: All of the techniques used will not work? 

C: The techniques slow the spread so longer is the required time, along with reductions in 

numbers of the infected.  

 

Q: Will this virus come back like the flu? 



C: No, the strain currently in effect was already mutated many times and will not continue. 

This intentional laboratory mutation is reason it is numbered nineteen.   

 

Q: You told us recently it was human developed, intentionally but negligently released. The 

purpose was to use it as a threat. Anything else now? 

C: It was planned to be used eventually, by the HCPs. The across the board effects have 

been strongly but temporarily in favor of the HCPs.  

 

Q: Shifting gears, I read that one of murdered Jeffrey Epstein's associates was recently 

arrested. Will she reveal information implicating anybody? 

 

C: No, although she will be reminded however this is not necessary. Epstein's elimination 

sufficiently intimidated her away from implicating anyone dangerous to her. She might agree to 

provide information about lesser people however no large heads will roll before hers might.  

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, thank you. 

C: Welcome you always are. 

 


